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Copyright protection has seen the creation of and resort to a variety of means to protect and preserve one’s work
from infringement. One such tool is John Doe orders, namely ex parte preliminary injunctions obtained against
unidentified defendants, used to restrain and mitigate anticipated copyright infringements. Thus, they act as timely
shields that are only enforceable by copyright owners upon actual acts of infringement being perpetuated and upon
ascertainment of the identities of the respective John Does. However, one observes a dramatic development spearheaded
by the High Courts of Delhi and Madras wherein John Doe orders are suddenly being granted with alarming regularity to
movie producers in a bid to attack piracy of upcoming releases through different mediums. This paper argues that
resorting to John Doe orders in India is coming at an extremely disproportionate social cost. They far exceed their
legitimate ambit due to their unscrupulous implementation, the primary victim of which has been the Internet. The extent
of ‘Internet freedom’ has been relegated to the mercy of these sweeping orders, jeopardising perfectly valid consumer
interests and provoking serious concerns regarding legitimacy of arbitrary clampdowns for indefinite periods in the guise
of countering copyright piracy.
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Copyright protection has occupied much legislative
and judicial insight with numerous devices being
created to preserve this crucial manifestation of an
individual’s creation. One would imagine that
ordinarily any action to protect a copyright would be
directed and pursued against specific violators,
identifiable by name, subsequent to having
perpetrated infringement. However, fathom a scenario
where a copyright owner apprehends with reasonable
certainty infringement of his copyright by potential
infringers whose identities he does not ascertain in
terms of names but describes by virtue of being
members of an identifiable class.
This scenario constitutes subject of this paper and
makes way for the entry of ‘John Doe’, the popular
characterization of persons unknown to the world at
large, against whom ex parte preliminary injunctions
are sought by copyright owners to immediately
restrain anticipated copyright infringements.1
The paper analyses: (i) meaning and implications
of John Doe orders, (ii) origin and subsequent
application of the orders in India, and (iii) issues
arising from the manner of their implementation in
India.
________
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What’s in a Name?
‘John Doe’ or ‘Rolling Anton Piller’2 orders
evolved to overcome difficulties copyright owners
encountered in ascertaining specific defendants,
enabling them to institute ex parte infringement suits
against unknown persons belonging to an identifiable
class3 who upon identification would be impleaded
and presented with the opportunity to defend
themselves analogous to any civil proceeding.4
Prime facie John Doe orders can safely be regarded
as an ingenious and judicious approach to copyright
protection. It balances interests of copyright owners
and potential infringers since it acts as a shield
providing preventive and expeditious remedy to the
former which is only enforceable against the latter
upon acts of infringement actually being perpetrated
and the owner having ascertained identity of the
respective John Does. Importantly, they aid copyright
owners in circumventing delays posed by
indeterminacy and anonymity of violators and seek
timely protection of their right rather than being left at
the mercy of the ‘wait and watch game’. In this
respect, their utility has received a renewed vigour in
today’s ‘virtual’ age, where advances in digital
technologies
have
presented
unprecedented
challenges to copyright protection regimes world
over. The impact of the ‘Internet’ has been such that
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copyright protection is seemingly being outsmarted
consistently by rapid sharing of ‘information’
(to be read in its widest sense as including movies,
music, books, etc.) spanning geographical contours.
This phenomenon thrives on anonymity, incredible
speed and ever expanding reach, thus making a strong
case for the application of John Doe orders in
contemporary times.5
John Doe Comes to India
Christened as ‘Ashok Kumar Orders’, John Doe
orders announced their arrival in Taj Television v
Rajan Mandal,6 years after their invocation in UK7
and USA.8 Initially, they were primarily used by
broadcasters to protect their copyrights from
infringement by known and unknown cable operators
during sporting events.9 The orders were enforced
through the issuance of blanket search and seizure
directives10 and/or appointment of policemen to
‘assist’ broadcasters.11 Taj Television also entrenched
the dubious legal foundation12 upon which such
orders are granted – a legislative manipulation
involving a conjoint reading of the provisions
prescribing temporary injunctions13 and inherent
powers14 in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
(ref. 15). Thus, broadcasters invoked the traditional
three-pronged test16 governing temporary injunctions –
(i) prima facie case,17 (ii) irreparable injury18 and
(iii) balance of convenience19 – to essentially
contend that unlicensed transmissions by cable
operators is an accepted practice20 and the events
being time bound, a John Doe order is necessitated
to forestall destruction of infringing evidence and
consequently huge revenue losses.21 Drawing
inspiration from foreign jurisdictions, the court in
Taj Television affirmed the ‘litigating finger’22
principle and was convinced that the situation’s
urgency warranted a John Doe order,23 an attitude
subsequently replicated in all sanctioned orders.
The procedural approach is problematic for two
reasons:24 Firstly, it overrides Order VII, an issue left
unaddressed in Taj Television, which mandates
identification of every defendant’s name and address25
together with details of the cause of action,25 failure to
do which is a ground for rejecting the plaint.25
Secondly, it disregards the purpose of inherent powers
which the Supreme Court has articulated so as to only
supplement or regulate the procedure adopted by
courts, without any bearing on litigants’ substantive
rights for which courts have to be specifically
empowered.26

While this procedural manipulation continues to
remain unchecked, one observes a dramatic
development spearheaded by the High Courts of Delhi
and Madras wherein John Doe orders are suddenly
being granted with alarming regularity to movie
producers in a bid to attack piracy of upcoming
releases through different mediums. The recent spate of
orders has far exceeded their legitimate ambit due to
their unscrupulous implementation, the primary victim
of which has been the Internet. The extent of ‘Internet
freedom’ has been relegated to the mercy of these
sweeping orders, jeopardising perfectly valid consumer
interests and provoking serious concerns regarding
legitimacy of arbitrary clampdowns for indefinite
periods in the guise of countering copyright piracy.
John Doe Orders and Popular Culture
John Doe orders and their impact warrant attention
in the realm of pop culture. Why so? Well, simply
put, they restrict or may even completely deny public
access to cultural commodities. Article 27 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights contemplates
a level-playing field for both creators and consumers.
It states that everyone has the right to participate in
the cultural life of the community and enjoy the arts.
At the same time it also says that every author of a
literary or artistic work is entitled to protection of his
material and moral interests stemming from it.
Maintaining a delicate balance between copyright
protection and public consumption of cultural goods –
both equally legitimate interests – is a difficult task
and at a certain level, idealistic also. John Doe orders
and particularly their manner of implementation in
India, which are discussed in the following section,
are unjustifiably and heavily tilting the balance
towards copyright owners.
Some scholars go to the extent of arguing that
piracy (the evil John Doe orders seek to mitigate) not
only makes cultural goods, which everyone is entitled
to, affordable for the masses but also ensures greater
access and larger reception of the goods.27 Scholars
like Coombe endorse piracy as it symbolizes a directaction to appropriate popular cultures. This is
considered legitimate because popular culture rooted
in the public domain is a free space and human beings
as heirs of culture are rightfully entitled to it.28
At the risk of citing an example that has been
discussed ad nauseum, the song ‘Kolaveri Di’ ought
to attribute its phenomenal success largely to the fact
that the makers of the film ‘3’ released the song and
its video online in the days running up to the movie’s
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release, thereby facilitating its downloading,
distribution and sharing en masse. Subsequently, when
the date of release approached, the very same makers
procured a John Doe order to prohibit availability of
the film on a variety of mediums among which the
Internet was the biggest sufferer, the very same
medium which made their song an overnight rage.29 In
this context, Lawrence Liang has questioned the double
standards of filmmakers and the argument of a movie
being the private property of the filmmaker and urges
the need for a ‘political language of passion and
enthusiasm which can supplement the existing
languages of denial and access’.30
The Shields Become Swords
The case of movie producers owning an exclusive
copyright is premised on the aforementioned threepronged test, highlighting that established rampancy
of copyright piracy and the brief lifespan of movies at
the box office mandate John Doe orders as opposed to
playing the ‘wait and watch game’ to apply for
injunctions only after identifying specific infringers
by which time revenue losses potentially running into
crores could have been incurred.31
Notwithstanding that most orders are obtained a
day prior to the movie’s release by which time
substantial piracy may already have been perpetrated,
one can sympathize with the producers’
apprehensions. The sympathy, however, dissipates
soon enough once the sheer ambiguity plaguing the
orders comes to light. They lack guidance on the
manner of implementation, seldom prescribe a time
period of application and contain broadly worded
terms. Starting with the order granted to the producers
of 7 Khoon Maaf and Thank You,32 where reminiscent
of the broadcasting cases, the court required
policemen to ‘assist’ in enforcing the order against the
John Doe cable operators without further elaborating
the nature of assistance.33
The ambiguity and consequently sweeping nature
of the orders were only compounded when the Delhi
High Court included the deceptively innocuous term
‘Internet’ for the first time while granting a John Doe
order to the producers of Singham34 without any
further qualification. Since then, the ‘Internet’ has
repeatedly featured in subsequent orders with
absolutely no definition being supplied by courts.
Injunctions ought to be specific, an aspect
emphasized by the Delhi High Court itself in a
verdict35 it delivered not long before its flurry of John
Doe orders, articulating the perils of vague
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injunctions to defendants. However, the pioneer of
John Doe orders seems to have forgotten its own
elucidation and the vagueness perpetuating the orders
has bestowed producers with untrammelled powers,
transforming the orders into swords from shields.
Since the Singham order, the ‘Internet’ has
emboldened producers of Bodyguard,36 Speedy
Singhs,37 Don 2 (ref. 36), 3 (ref. 38) and Dammu
(ref. 39) to orchestrate the arbitrary shut down of
websites even prior to any infringing content being
uploaded. Initially by persuading Internet service
providers (ISPs) indirectly and then by impleading
them as primary parties to the litigation,40 entire
video/file sharing sites, leading torrent websites,
streaming services and peer-to-peer networks have
been indiscriminately blocked as opposed to specific
pages or uniform resource locators (URLs) containing
piratical content.41
The Internet is a free paradigm and banning whole
websites in today’s day and age is archaic, only
tempting violators to find other means to perpetrate
piracy and suppressing a growing market for
entertainment supported by file sharing websites to
the extent they use non-infringing content.42 This
manner of implementation of the orders is
problematic at multiple levels:
(i)

It grossly misinterprets the rationale of John Doe
injunctions which are only enforceable upon
occurrence of the infringement and identification
of the infringer. Further, it only pertains to the
specific act of violation (in this case a specific
URL or page) and not the entire website,
especially given that most of the targeted
websites do contain a sizeable proportion of
perfectly legitimate content.43 Although a
distinction ought to be made between websites
intended to perpetrate copyright infringement and
websites incidentally guilty of the same, the point
to be noted is that even with respect to the former
category, the injunctions cannot be enforced until
an actual act of infringement is perpetrated.
(ii) It reflects extreme levels of arbitrariness insofar
as the orders do not specify the websites to be
blocked and therefore, brings into question the
basis upon which ISPs exercise their discretion
in determining which websites to block and the
duration of the same.
(iii) While sanction of the Department of
Information Technology (DIT) is required for
website blocking, ISPs are doing so in the
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absence of any directive to this effect in the
orders and are justifying the action under an
inapplicable legal provision.44
(iv) In granting such a carte blanche to producers,
courts have miserably failed to balance the
interests of all constituencies involved. Any
decline in copyright piracy, even if significant,
has disproportionately impacted public interest
and trapped ISPs in a precarious position.
The direct impact on consumers has been severe
censorship of their Internet freedom. Just as the lack
of safeguards in the broadcasting orders enabled
seizure of licensed equipment,24 so also the width of
movie orders has affected innocent Internet usage
having absolutely no connection to the movie in
question as well as consumers’ fair use rights under
Section 52 of the Copyright Act, 1957. Condemning
the commercial motivation behind John Doe orders,
Lawrence Liang points out that while producers hope
that lack of digital mobility will translate into a
greater number of people flocking to the theatres to
‘legitimately’ watch their movie, ‘netizens’ are
deprived of their right to access and use file sharing
and user-generated-content websites which allow free
dissemination of cultural texts in digital form. Further,
the blanket ban not only denies them access to
cultural texts but also to completely disassociated
content that is openly licensed and that has been
uploaded for the very purpose of sharing.29
Further, consistent procurement of such orders and
indefinite time period of implementation has made a
mockery of free Internet accessibility for weeks on end.
More so, in this clamp down, no distinction is made
between websites which are almost wholly dedicated to
perpetrating such infringement and websites which may
incidentally contain such material. Lack of adequate
publication of the orders and misrepresentation by the
ISPs regarding reasons for shutting websites has left
consumers with a lot of uncertainty,45 which only gets
exacerbated when one reads reports of blanket John Doe
orders being granted.46
In the standoff between copyright owners and
consumers, it is the ISPs who have been caught in a
catch-22 situation. While it is justified to criticize
implementation of the orders for which in fact
liability has been attracted,47 it is also vital to
appreciate that producers have unjustifiably shifted
the burden of implementation to the ISPs. Unlike
cable operators, ISPs are mere conduits who are
neither responsible nor competent to monitor

individual websites. However, having been forced into
implementing the orders,48 they have chosen to
sacrifice consumers’ interests and block entire websites
to overcome impossibility of monitoring individual
sites and potential liability for contempt of court. One
should not forget that this is not an attractive
proposition for them either as they risk losing a lot of
business as well as frustrated subscribers.49
The inadequate legal provisions on intermediaries’
liability currently occupying the field do not
supplement their case, an issue intrinsically connected
to John Doe orders, more so since ISPs are
conveniently being made responsible for their
implementation. The ruling in Super Cassettes
Industries Ltd v MySpace Inc50 has rendered the
applicability of the safe harbour provision in the
Information Technology Act, 2000 (ref. 51) to
intermediaries uncertain for copyright infringement.
This in turn casts doubts on the applicability of the
Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines)
Rules, 2011, to intermediaries in respect of copyright
infringement which stipulate a takedown procedure,
albeit half-hearted in nature.52 However, the
Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 introduces a safe
harbour provision, though not described in as many
words, supplying protection to intermediaries against
claims of secondary copyright infringement.53
Nevertheless, ISPs do not seem to have lost all teeth.
In pursuance of a clarification sought by a consortium
of ISPs regarding the extent of the John Doe injunction
granted in 3 and Dammu, the court crucially clarified
that the injunction only applied to specific URLs
hosting infringing content and not entire websites. A
welcome precedent, the court also rightly shifted the
onus to the producers to inform the ISPs about the
particulars of the infringing URL within forty eight
hours.54 Subsequent to this clarification, the John Doe
order granted for Mirattal55 specifically mentioned
URLs containing the movie, without applying to its
trailers and soundtrack. Undoubtedly a positive
development, further refinement on its modalities is
required, primarily on the aspects of binding nature of
the takedown requests and the undesirable possibility
of ISPs becoming censors which could once again
materialize in the form of over-compliance resulting in
the removal of non-infringing content.
Conclusion
The question to be asked is that notwithstanding
the merits of John Doe orders and the sound
considerations compelling movie producers to procure
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them week after week, are they being churned out and
implemented at an extremely disproportionate social
cost? Based on the above analysis, it can be
concluded in the affirmative and, as argued in the
paper, it is strongly believed that converting them into
swords to ludicrously deny the public legitimate
freedoms, without legislative or executive sanction, is
worthy of unlimited condemnation. Ex parte orders
are passed without even hearing the contesting side
and therefore, regardless of the context in which they
are given, the absolute necessity for their judicious
implementation cannot be underscored enough. Yet
the consolidation of a truly disturbing trend is not
only arbitrary but also illogical, having larger
implications on the future course of the country’s
copyright protection regime, particularly with respect
to the virtual world.
It is also ironical that although John Doe orders have
been enthusiastically sanctioned to producers, barring
their proud claims of reduced levels of piracy, no
information is available in the public domain at least to
ascertain the real success of the orders as well as their
enforcement in mediums other than the Internet. Had
they been employed as originally conceived, i.e., as
shields, they would not have occupied the fancy of the
producers to such an extent. In this context, the
clarification of the Madras High Court assumes
significance because it is a step towards restoring the
true nature and ambit of the orders as well as avoiding
en masse website blocking and ISPs being rendered
scapegoats, a reform that is urgently needed.
However, the clarification in its current form does
not preclude over-compliance by ISPs and hence the
author proposes its enhancement on the following
lines – firstly, any takedown request should be
subjected to the penalty of perjury to discourage
frivolous requests from producers; secondly, to
maintain intermediaries as only conduits, requests
should be directed to the respective websites; and
thirdly, even though the identified infringer can
contest the suit in court, in the interests of efficacy,
the websites should be given a restricted window
period to ascertain the bona fides of the request
reserving the right to the aggrieved party to contest
the finding in court.
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